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ABSTRACT
Background: Item analysis is a quality assurance of examining the performance of the individual test items that
measures the validity and reliability of exams. This study was performed to evaluate the quality of the test items with
respect to their performance on difficulty index (DFI), Discriminatory index (DI) and assessment of functional and
non-functional distractors (FD and NFD).
Methods: This study was performed on the summative examination undertaken by 113 students. The analyses include
120 one best answers (OBAs) and 360 distractors.
Results: Out of the 360 distractors, 85 distractors were chosen by less than 5% with the distractor efficiency of
23.6%. About 47 (13%) items had no NFDs while 51 (14%), 30 (8.3%), and 4 (1.1%) items contained 1, 2, and 3
NFDs respectively. Majority of the items showed excellent difficulty index (50.4%, n=42) and fair discrimination
(37%, n=33). The questions with excellent difficulty index and discriminatory index showed statistical significance
with 1NFD and 2 NFD (p=0.03).
Conclusions: The post evaluation of item performance in any exam in one of the quality assurance method of
identifying the best performing item for quality question bank. The distractor efficiency gives information on the
overall quality of item.
Keywords: Distractor efficiency, Item analysis, One best answer

INTRODUCTION
One best multiple choice questions (MCQ) are an
important assessment tool in any examination. Construct
of good quality MCQ is time consuming and requires
trained faculty. It is important to note that MCQ should
not just be testing recall of isolated facts but should
assess higher order cognitive process of Blooms
Taxonomy such as interpretation, synthesis and
application of knowledge.1,2
There are two major types of multiple-choice tests,
criterion-referenced tests (CRTs) in which the goal is

usually to make a decision about whether or not an
individual can demonstrate mastery in an area of content
and competencies and norm-referenced tests (NRTs)
where the goal is usually to rank the entire set of
individuals in order to make comparisons of their
performances relative to one another.3 MCQ consists of a
stem with a question followed by number of options. One
of the options is the best or correct response known as the
key while others are described as distractors.4 An
essential characteristic of distractors is that all options
shall present plausible answers and if possible none shall
be incorrect.5 The key to good quality MCQ is based on
the availability of good distractors as it is able to
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discriminate between the informed and uninformed
student.6
The concern regarding the construction of MCQ is the
reliability of the score and for this reason item analysis is
important. Item analysis is a valuable, yet relatively
simple procedure performed after the examination that
provides information regarding the reliability and validity
of a test item.7 Various terminologies are used in item
analysis which needs proper understanding. Difficulty
Index (DIFI) reflects the percentage of correct answers to
total response and hence tells us how easy or difficult the
questions were.3,8,9 DIFI (p-value) also called ease index
ranges from 0-100% and higher the percentage easier is
the question.9 It is calculated by Kelly’s Method adding
the correctly answered items by the upper 27% and lower
27% of the students’ performance divided by the total
number of students in both groups.10 Item difficulty can
range from 0.0-1.0(0%-100% and the recommended
average level of difficulty should range between 0.310.60 (31%-60%).11
Discriminatory index (DI) identifies students who are
performing well from those performing poorly. It reflects
the difference between the percentage of high achieving
students who got the answer correct and the percentage of
low achieving students who got the answer correct. It is
obtained by deducting the correctly responded items in
the upper group from the correctly responded students in
lower group divided by the number of students in one
group.12 DI is the point-biserial correlation with values
ranging from -1 to +1. It is +1 when more students in the
upper group (high achievers) answer the item correctly
and -1 when the lower achievers answer the item
correctly. An Item with a difficulty of 0 or 1 will always
have a DI of 0 and DI is maximized when DIFI is close to
0.50. A DI of 0.15- 0.25 is considered desirable.13

METHODS
The study was performed in the clinical sciences phase at
International Medical University. A total of 113 students
who are in the semester 9, year 5 participated in
summative examination. The test consists of 120 OBAs
based on the assessment blueprint. Each item had four
options, one of them being the correct answer and the
other three being distractors.
A correct answer was awarded a mark of 1 and 0 for the
incorrect answer. The maximum possible score of the test
was 90 and minimum is 0. Students’ responses from the
OBAs were analyzed using Microsoft Excel. The OBAs
were analyzed for their level of difficulty, difficulty index
(DFI), power of discrimination as measured by the
discrimination index (DI), and distractor analysis (DE)
for all non-correct options
Item analysis procedure
The test data was entered in the MS excel software and
analyzed. The score of 113 students was entered in
descending order. Total of 120 OBAs and 360 distractors
were analyzed and various indices like DIF I, DI, DE,
and nonfunctional distractor (NFD) were calculated with
following formulas.
Difficulty index (DFI) =(UG+LG/N) x 100
UG is the upper group of the students with high ability
who answered the question correctly and LG is the lower
group of the students with low ability who answered the
question correctly. N is the total number of the students
who answered the question correctly. The higher the
difficulty index, the easier the item is understood to be.
Discriminatory Index (DI) =(UG-LG/N)

Distractors are an important components of an item and
has a great impact on the total test score. Student’s
performance depends on how the distractors are
designed.14 For this reason, Distractor efficiency (DE)
which indicates whether the distractors in the item are
well chosen or have failed to distract students from
selecting the right answer is very important. (8) All
distractors need to be relatively close to the key of an
item. Functional distractors (FD) are those that are
selected by >5% or more of the examinees and Nonfunctional distractors (NFD)are the options selected by
<5% of the examines.11,13,15 DE is determined for each
item on the basis of the number of NFDs and ranges from
0-100%.

The item DI is the point biserial correlation between
getting the item right and the total score on all other
items. Then, the total number of students in the upper
27% who obtained the correct responses and the lower
27% who obtained the correct responses were counted.
The higher the DI the better the test item discriminates
between the students with higher test scores and those
with lower test scores.
Distractor Efficiency (DE) = Is calculated as NonFunctional distractor (NFD) from the distractor that has
been selected by less than 5% of the students. The
summary of the reference of the item statistics is shown
in Table 1 (11).

Objective
To evaluate the One Best Answers or items by assessing
the difficulty index (DFI), discriminatory index (DI),
Distractor Efficiency (DE). The post evaluation
information on items will be utilized to develop question
bank following revision /discarding of the items tested.

Statistical analysis
Data is entered in MS Excel 2007 and the item statistics
calculated. SPSS version 25 is used to calculate the mean,
standard deviation and test of statistical significance by
unpaired T test.
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Table 1: Reference for item statistics.
Difficulty
index
(DFI)
(Range)
≤ 30%
31-40%
41-60%
61-80%
≥81%

Discriminatory
Interpret
Interpretation index (DI)
ation
(Range )
Difficult
Good
Excellent
Easy
Very easy

≤0.19
0.19-0.29
0.3-0.39
≥0.40

Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

Distractor Efficiency (DE)= Distractor efficiency ranged from 0
- 100% and was determined on the basis of the number of NFDs
in an item. Three NFD: DE = 0%; 2 NF-D: DE = 33.3%; 1 NFD :DE =66.6%; No NFD: DE = 100%.

RESULTS
A total of 120 OBAs with 360 distractors were analysed.
Out of the 360 distractors, 85 distractors were chosen
were chosen by less than 5% with the distractor
efficiency of 23.6%. About 47 (13%) items had no NFDs
while 51 (14%), 30(8.3%), and 4 (1.1%) items contained
1, 2, and 3 NFDs respectively (Table 2). The DFI, DI and
DE were analyzed for each OBA as shown in the Table
2-4. Regarding difficulty index, about 29.6% (n=35),
were very easy questions, 15% (n=18), 35 % (n=42) were
excellent, 16.6% (n=20), were good and 4.1% (n=5) were
very difficult questions.
Table 2: Percentage of non functional distractors.
No. of Non functional
distractors
0NFD
1NFD
2NFD
3NFD

Distractor
Efficiency (DE)
13% (n=47) 100%
14% (n=51) 66.6%
8.3% (n=30) 33.3%
1.1 % (n=4) 0%
Percentage

Table 3: Item analysis: Difficulty index (DFI) and
Discriminatory index (DI).
Difficulty
index
Very
Easy
Easy
Excellent
Good
Very
difficult

Percentage
29.6%
(n=35)
15%
(n=18)
35%
(n=42 )
16.6%
(n=20)
4.1%
(n=5)

Discriminatory
Percentage
index
20.8%
Excellent
(n=25)
29.1%
Good
(n=35)
44%
Fair
(n=37)
30.8%
Poor
(n=13)
Negative
8.3%
discrimination (n=10)

With respect to discriminatory index, (20.8%, n=25)
items showed excellent difficulty index, 29.1% (n=35)
good discrimination, 44% (n=37) showed fair
discrimination, and 30.8% (n=13) and 8.3% (n=10)

showed poor and negative discrimination respectively.
The questions with excellent difficulty index and
discriminatory index showed statistical significance with
1NFD and 2 NFD (p=0.03). Regarding the Distractor
efficiency (DE), about 13 % (n=47) of questions have DE
of 100%, 14% (n=51) have DE of 66.6%, 8.3% (n=30)
and have DE of 33.3%. About 1.1% (n=4) have DE of
0%.
Table 4: Items statistics relationship between DFI, DI
and DE.
Item indicators
DFI
Discriminatory index

Mean score with SD
62.5 (7.10)
0.22 (4.45)

Relationship between the ideal items of good discriminatory
index and difficulty index (n=35) is statistically significant
(p=0.03)

DISCUSSION
Well-constructed one best MCQ is a good assessment
tool which assess the level of cognition (1). In addition to
the DIFI and DI, DE is very important as the quality of
the distractors has a great impact on the DIFI and DI.
Items with NFD (<5% examinees selected the distractor)
are important to establish DE. The number of NFDs
present in an item range from 0%-100%. DE is indirectly
proportional to NFD and items with more functional
distractors increase the DE.9,13 Items with high NFDs
reduce both the DE and DI but increases the DIFI; hence
the item is easy for the students but a poor discriminator
of academic performance.8 DE is expressed as 0%,
33.3%, 66.6% and 100% depending on number of NFD
as 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively.12 The selection or rejection
of items for question bank is best guided by DE. Items
with 0% DE should be discarded whereas those with
varying percentages should be revised by replacing the
distractors with better choices to be reused in future
examinations. It is often necessary to revise items in
which the distractor is selected more often than the
correct answer.13
In present study we found that out that our distractor
efficiency is 23.6%. This is lower than the study by
Mehta G et al, with 35.3% of NFD and Virendra et al
with NFD of 24%.14,15 Our NFD is higher than Gajjar S et
al, with NFD of 11.4%.16 The present study highlighted a
significant relation as observed between distractor
efficiency and both item difficulty and discrimination.
These results are consistent with previous findings by
studies by the authors Tarrant et al, Hingorjo et al.17,18
There are studies that suggest that numbers of effective
distractors are related to discrimination but unrelated to
difficulty.
The limitation of the study is the small sample size of 113
students. An increased sample size could improve the
evaluation of item and distractor performance.
Additionally, we have not analysed the effect of Blooms
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level of questions effects on distractor efficiency and
discriminatory index. The present findings are
encouraging demonstrating that a good item will have a
good discrimination index and difficulty index.

8.

CONCLUSION
Performing item analysis is an important aspect of quality
assurance of examinations. It is important that the indices
of item analysis must be analysed holistically. The
decision to revise the questions must be based on good
difficulty index, discriminatory index and functional
distractors.
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